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Sheet 1
Comparing Speeds

Andrew ran 5 miles in 30 minutes. Hayden ran 7 miles in 45 minutes. Who ran faster?1)

Grace biked for 8 miles in 1 hour on Monday. She covered 18 miles in 2 hours the next

day. On which day did Grace bike at a faster pace?

2)

Jonathan drove his van for 3 hours and covered 85 miles. Alice drove 95 miles in 4 hours.

Who drove faster?

3)

A bus covered 30 miles in 2 hours on a busy road. A bike covered 22 miles in 1 hour on

the same road. Which vehicle was faster?

4)

A blue!n tuna swims 25 miles in an hour. A blue shark swims 58 miles in 1 hour and

30 minutes. Which !sh swims faster?

5)
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Name : Answer Key

Sheet 1Comparing Speeds

Andrew ran 5 miles in 30 minutes. Hayden ran 7 miles in 45 minutes. Who ran faster?1)

Grace biked for 8 miles in 1 hour on Monday. She covered 18 miles in 2 hours the next

day. On which day did Grace bike at a faster pace?

2)

Jonathan drove his van for 3 hours and covered 85 miles. Alice drove 95 miles in 4 hours.

Who drove faster?

3)

A bus covered 30 miles in 2 hours on a busy road. A bike covered 22 miles in 1 hour on

the same road. Which vehicle was faster?

4)

A blue!n tuna swims 25 miles in an hour. A blue shark swims 58 miles in 1 hour and

30 minutes. Which !sh swims faster?

5)

Andrew

Tuesday

Jonathan

Bike

Blue shark
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